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CHAPTER I 

The friendship of Walter Savage Landor and Robert Brown

ing has been of considerable literary significance. Even 

though a wide difference in age ex1sted--thirty-seven years-~ 

they were attracted to each other. Greater contrasts 1n 

disposition and temperament could not be round in two men. 

At the beginning or thei~ acquaintance Browning was a y_ou.ng 

writer with very little poetical achievement that had aroused 

public acclaim or any position of merit., while Landor enjoyed 

the rank of an established poet and was famous as an author 

of literary dia1ogues. Lack of restraint., impetuosity and an 

uncontrollable temper had earned ror Landor the reputation of 

a man with a violent disposition. Browning possessed a dip- . 

lomatic faculty _wh1ch aided him -in constantly enlarging his 

circle of friends. 

Litera:r-y tastes or these two men ran in similar direc~ 

tions. Bach or them attempted both poetry and dialogue. 

Landor began ·h1s writing career with poetry and experimented 

until he had discovered that he could manage conversation w1 t:b 

greater skill. Browning in his youth w:rote some poetry and 

then attempted ·drama. His plays were unsuccessful and he 

again turned to poetry w1 th which his talent was most er

fecti ve. His profound interest 1n drama and his expei-iments 

-in the writing of plays influenced the poetry that he began 

to write in the ensuing period. B~QW'iling1 s poetry reveal.ed 

the technique of a playwright and developed into dramatio 

monologues which were simila.P to conversations. A similarity 

-1-
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of' t:reatment can be seen in their wza1 tings. Both Landor and 

B:rowning ~ned to historical accounts f'or sources and 1n

sp1:rat1ons for their writing. It was the habit or Landor, as 

well as the method or Browning, to present a historical char

acter at a climact1e moment in a dramatic situation. Brown

ing took for granted the fact that the reader knew the 

necessary background of historical details. A knowledge or 

history 1s required to insure a comprehension of any one of 

Landor's writings. He was so perfectly sure of' his own way 

that he sometimes forg~t to put in the clue which the reader 

needed to follow him. 

Landor was, -in general, more in the Romantic ·tradition 

than Browning as far as lack of restraint in personal rela

tionshi_ps was coneel'ned. The impetuosity and displays of' 

temper which characterized Landor throughout his entire life 

were dominant in his youth. Good bI'eed.ing and ·f'o:rtune accom

panied his ar.rival-~January 30, 1775--into the home of' 

Dr. Walter Landor, a polished and agreeable man. But the 

tremendous oppol'tlmi ties w1 th which he was pr·ovided did not 

~1de him in a peaceful and untroubled path. Quut-els and 

disagreements marked his educational career. An altercation 

with the Latin teacher caused his dismissal from the Rugby 

school. In Trinity College, Oxford, he allied himself' with 

a group who made themselves conspicuous and advert1zed ?'evo

lutionary sentiments by appeal'.'ing with their pair unpowdered. 

Landor•s college career came to an abrupt end over an inci

dent of his shooting a gun. It happened that one evening 
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some friends had come in for wine~ Opposite them an unpop

ttlax- To:r-y was also having a pal'ty. The two parties exchanged 

taunts out the window until the opposite g?'OUP closed the 

· shutte:r-. Landor, by way of a practical joke, fired a shot at 

the shutter. The owner complained -and Landor's defiant mood 

prompted him to refuse all information instead or frankly 

stating_ the facts. Consequently he returned home. He had 

never been able to agree w1·th his father, and this situation 

presented the occasion for their final argument. Landor 1 s 

uncontrollable temper led him to passionate words with his 

father. In his rage he left home believing he would never 

return. 

For several months afte~ his departure from his ·paternal 

home in Warwick, Lando?' worked ha?'d on French and Italian in 

London. He intended to take up his abode in Italy. · During 

this time also he brought out his first book or poems. Iri a 

few weeks after publication · he withdrew them f?'om sale becaus 

they were not good enough to please either him or the public. 

With this unsuecess~l attempt he Qegan a literary c&I'eer 

which lasted for sixty-eight years. 

His family arranged an allowance or one hundred and fifty 

pounds per year tor Landor and :free quarters at his father I s 

house whenever he chose. However, he did not go home to live. 

He spent the next three years in a secluded residen<ie on the 

coast or South Wales where he wrote _Gebir~ -- He did not :rat_e 

prais~ _f'l'om this long historical poem with ·a romantic setting. 
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It was not suoeess:f'Ul. 

The narrative had been condensed and packed into too 
small a space for it to develop easily. With its frequency 
or gttannnatieal constructions borrowed fI'om the Latin it 
proved a definite contrast to the duleet inanities of the · 
fashionable poetry of the day. However, for loftine·ss or 
thought and language together, there 8ie passages in Gebir 
that will bear comparison with Milton. 

Landor continued a life or restless activity and effort. 
I 

He attempted several types of work~ He tried journalism and 

was connected with The London Courie:r until the resignation 

of Pitt. He tl:'avelled awhile and spent some time alone in 

Pari-s. By 1800 he had a second group of poems to publish. 

These were short poems based on Arabian and Persian history. 

His Poems fl-om the Arabic and Persian tilled a fourteen page 

pamphlet. ~o years later he put out another small vo'iume 

entitled Poetry by th~ Author of Gebir. -

The death or his father in 1805 brought him the full 

possession of his patrimony. · Its ?'eceiptwith· t~e added 

responsibtliey did in no manner serve to settle. him into a 

peaceful and ~ell ordered life. He merely enlarged the scope 

qf his living and continued with his headquarters at Bath. 

Sudden and impetuous -decisions -governed his doing as always. 

In a flare or patriotism he left-· to join the Spanish army 

under Blake to fight in the European w·ar. The few weeks 

bef'o:re he . returned to England · prove.d very adventurous. On 

one occasion he narrowly escaped being taken a prisoner. 

ls1dney .Colvin: Landor, _ p • . 27; . 1909. 
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Very probably he would have _rushed off to war again the next· 

year had it not been for financial matters which detained him 

at home. 

Success did not attend his business dealings. He en

deavored to ·restore the large estate he had bought at Llan- , 

thony, Wales. He only lived on it a few weeks each ye_ar. 

His generosity 1n matters regarding the tenants made his in

come too small ·to talce care even of the necessary expenses of 

the estate. He was impractical in all his plans. Finally 

the estate was taken out or his hands and vested in those or 

trustees. Thereafter he received a yearly income of five 

hundred pounds from it. 

Landor pllmged into matrimony with the same quick de

cision and heedlessness that had characterized all of. his 

_foregoing aotivi ty~ One night at a ball he noticed an attrac

tive young lady. Although he had never met her, he informed 

the friend at his side, "There's the girl I am going to 

marry". And marry her he did in a few months d~spite a dif

ference or sixteen years_ in their ages. Very 11 ttle happiness 

for either of ·them seems to have been ~ oduced by this union. 

Four years later in 1815, Landor went to France again alone. 

His wife .joined him at Tours. Shortly they went to Italy 

where they lived briefly in Milan, Como, Pisa, Pistoria, 

Genoa during the next six years bef-ore a longer period of res

idence at Florence. The perpetual restlessness and quarrel

someness of Landor were the cause of his keeping h1s _fam11y on 
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the move so often. A court order prompted the family's de

parture from Como. Landor had replied to some verses that 

Monti, an Italian poet, wrote against England, and had 

stirred up more trouble for himself. 

Neither care or his estate nor strife in his marriage 

interrupted the habitual occupation of Landor's mind. In 

~lorence, 1821, he began the writing or the Imaginary Con

versations ~1th the personal assurance that the experimental 

part of his career had ended and he had round the ro:rm end 

mode of expression that best suited his genius. During his 

entire life he had spent short periods of intense concentra

tion upon various interests. He acquired his knowledge or 

histwy, languages, and art during the intervals when ·each 

subject was paramount in his attention. · . It . was only natural 

with a pattern set in his youth that he should develop spas

modic habits or work. He co~d dash off an imaginary conversa,. 

t1on whenever the mood for work became no·tieeable. Most of 

these conversations were br-ief and required his concentration 

fw only a few h~s. By 1829 five vol'tlmes of conversations 

had been published, but h~ still continued the composition or 
additional ones during the remainder of his long lire. 

-A greater part of the period included between 1829 and 

1835 Landor spent at his beloved Fiesole villa~ His chief 

joys were his children, hi.s pet animals and his pictures. Al

though he had every opportunity to oreate and indulge in an 

existence or leisure, he continued to busy himsel~ with his 

twritings · wh1eh were in prose. Pericles and Aspasia, The 
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Pentameron,. ~.an4 a volume on the Examination of Shakespeare 

were the major productions or· this period. Pericles and 

Aspasia, __ resembled the style of the Imaginary Conversations in 

that 1t contained messages or two people. Instead of .dialogue 

he used the method of .letters. 

Before the publication or The Pentameron!Jn 183'7 a gx-eat 

change had occurred in Landor' s life-. Renewed dissens1·on w1 th 

hi's wife forced the second disruption of his home upon Landor. 

Their Fiesole household had never been harmonious en- well

ordered. Landor, the husband, was forever absorbed in his own 

imaginings, while his wife seemed always ready to make herself 

agreeable to anyone except her husband. In addition, Landor•s 

persistent petulance of opposition were elements of unavoid

a~le domestic shipwreck. Cons·equently, he left home in the 

sp:ring or 1835. 

He returned to England and at the baths or . Lucca, in 

London and various other places he renewed his acquaintances 

with old t:riends. On May 26, 1836, he attended a party Ser

geant Talfourd gave following the first and suecess:ru.l produc

tion of 12!!• 2 Robe:rt Br-owning, .a young author whose drama, 

Strafford, had been performed by Macready also earlier in the 

month, was invited and privileged to meet among the famous 

writers of the day, W~dsworth and · Landor. To Browning who 

was young and only starting on his writing career this intro

duction and meeting with Landor was· an impressive and remark

able occasion. Common interests and points o~ view 

2John Forster: Life or Landor., p. 504, ,.1869. 
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subsequently brought Landor and Browning together to a friend 

ship of great value to each. • 

People have a tendency to precede or follow their intro- . 

duction to a celebrity with the reading of all his wo:rks they' ' 

are able to acq~ire. It would be plausible to assume that 

Browning was no exception to such procedures. Because or his 

having met Landor, Browning became interested and read the 

Imaginary Conversations which had not long been off the px-ess. 

Browning, at this time, had just begun to write his own first 

-dramatic. monologues. It is reasonable to suppose that the 

reading or Landor' s works turned his attention to the many 

varied effects which historical conversations could achieve. 

Immediately preceding the beginning or his period or dl'amatic 

monologues he had been writing drama. Co;nsequently his first 

dramatic monologues utilized, as was only natural; the actual 

stage manner of his plays. His _ characters spoke as if . they 

were on the stage. It might be truly said that his first 

dramatic monologues w~re fragments or speeches that might have 

been spoken by characters in projected plays. Landor, in his 

Imaginary Conversations, __ ·.:u~_ed seyeral people talking. Brown

ing did -not imitate that method in his dramatic monologues. 

He discovered he coUld convey the whole story in the speeches 

of one character and in addition present to the reader what 

the other persons involved were talking about as well. 

It is interesting to note that . a number of biographical 

s1m1-lar1ties can be found in the lives or these two men. Like 

Landor, Robert Browning was born (1812) into a well-to-do and 
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fortunate home. A restless energy dominated his activity 

when he was young. His formal schooling was scant. An at

mosphere that regarded learning as a natw_.al pleasure per

vaded his home. He read widely in the enormous library which 

his father possessed. Lessons in singing, music, dancing, 

riding, boxing, and fencing comprised his education which he 

received at home after private schooling proved _dissatisfao

tory. · Even his college work was brief because he became too 

interested in writing poetry as his future profession to talce 

an interest in a complete course. 

Br.owning also spent· several yea:rs of his youth travel

ling. In ·l833 and 1834 he was in Russia as secretary to the 

Russian consul-general, Mr. Benchausen. During 1838 he made 

his first Italian journey_ as the only passenger on a merchant 

vessel with Captain_ Davidson. 

Browning's early WOI'ks were unsuccessful and not popular. 

His father financed the publieati_on of .. Paracelsus, Sol:'dello, 

and Bells and Panegranates. ___ . ~-e .der_~ve~ his inspirations in · 

each case from reading widely in history and philosophy. His 

dramatic ventures did not prove. successfUl. Both Strafford 

and A Blot in the 'Scutcheon which were Wl"itten in honor of. 

and produced with Macready in the important .role had very 

brief runs. When he met Landor, Browning was obviously a poet 

just beginning to :find himself, striving for maturity. 

After their meeting Browning and Landor corresponded and 

saw- each other on a few occasions. Evidence .or their writing 

to each other can be found in his P"omising Elizabeth Barrett, 
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'"I will bring you some letters--one from Landol!". 3 Browning 

anticipated the arrival or Landor's letters with great pleas

ure. He imparted his anxiety to Elizabeth Barrett on the oc

casion or the delay of one or Landor's letters when the mail 

had been eon:rused in delivery.4 The letter finally arrived 

April 18, 1846. Mr. Kenyon invited Browning, May 28, 1846, 5 

to meet Landor on the following Tuesday and made an appoint

ment for Wednesday also when Mrs. Jameson was to be of the 

party. _· In a letter to Elizabeth Barrett he afterwa.I'ds re

ported that "all baa been charming at Mr. Kenyon's Landor's 

dinner, and our flower show 11 •
6 

Shortly thereafter in 1846, the famous love affair .be-

. tween Browning and Miss Barrett culminated in their marriage. 

Her father's absolute refusal to be reconciled. was one reason 

for their leaving England, and going to Italy where they re- 

sided du.ring their happy . lltarriage. It was to them in Florence 

years later in 1858 that Landor appea~ed so badly in need of 

friendly assistance. The disgrace and financial embarrassment 

from the loss of a libel suit forded him to leave England and 

seek at Fiesole his family from .whom he had been estranged for 

twenty-three years. Living congenially with them was not pos

sible for him and since he had deeded his entire estate and 

for.tune to his wife f()!t the support of his family, he did not 

~Harpers: Letters or Browning_ ·and Elizabeth Barrett 
lS-45-1846_, . I,~82. 

4 Ibid. II, 83. 
5Ibid. II, 85. 

6Ibid. II, 185. 
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have sufficient funds to support himself. Robert Browning, 

with whom he had a casual friendship, secured a cottage close 

to his own, established him with a reliable servant, and ob- . 

tained financial aid for him from his brothers. Landor was a 

constant visitor at the Browning apartment for tea. They 

would sit on the terrace until far into the evening while the~ 

discussed all kinds of subjects--history, art, politics, and 

other problems or the day. Legend says that Landor and Mrs. 

Browning often debated the conduct of Louis Napoleon. 

Browning was one person who could manage Landor and keep 

him agreeable. Browning helped Landor in all his affairs to 

the extent almost of looking after all o:r his business. He 

was .fully repaid in his own mind ror _all his trouble by the 

friendship of Landor, for whose quaint and volcanic personal

ity he had a vast admiration. In these days Lendor· was melan

choly and childish. He could be soothed and made happier by 

having his own works quoted to him. Quite often BrO\ming read 

to him these things he wanted to hear. 

Browning and Landor spent time together in the discussion 

and purchase of pictures. In his last days Landor had some 

queer notions concerning a:rt to which he tenaciously held. 

He surrounded himself with a collection of pictures that were 

more outstanding in respect to quantity than quality. Brown

ing endeavored to exert a restraining influence over Landor's 

limitless purchases. 

The companionship of Landor and Browning and their dis

cussions between 1858 and 1861 when they were both in Florence 
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naturally had some influence on the works or Browning. There 

are several obvious and important deductions which any schol

ar might draw as .to their influence. These, we propose to 

examine in some detail. 



CHAPTER II 

The beginning or his enterprise, the Imaginary Conversa

tions,_ was mentioned to Southey in a letter from Florence 

dated March 9, 1822. "It is long ago", he writes, "since y0t1 

first told me that you were writing some dialogues. I began 

to do the same thing after you, having formerly written two 

or three about the time when the first income tax was ·imposed. 

I have now written fifteen new ones". 1 In answer Southey 

wrote to Landor, nr shall rejoice to see your dialogues", in 

a letter May, 1822. "Mine are consecutive, and will have 

nothing or that dramatic variety of which you will make the 

most. My plan grew out of Boethius, though it has since been 

so modified that the origin would not be suspected". 

The bent of Landor's genius lay in the direction of dia

logue. In a natural manner it grew out of his daydreaming 

and imagination after x-eading _histo~y. The sen;ii-legeridary 

history of Spain fascinated him and late in 1810 he wrote his 

Count Julian, a succession of dialogues in verse. The scene 

of the drama was in Spain which was then creating tremendous 

excitement because of the complications from the efforts of 

Napoleon to place his brother Jos_eph upon the Spanish throne. 

In each Imaginary Conversation Landor chose two, some

times three, famous character~ and wrote the eonversation he 

thought they would have spoken in the dramatic situation in 

which he placed them. Always their· dialogue commenced with 

i ) . 

lJobn Forster: Walter Savage Landor-A Biography, p. 313. 
I 
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a climactic moment. The perfection or this procedure pro

vided an artistic and often startling effectiveness. He 

wrote dialogues with kins, famous statesmen, poets, artists, 

priests, and ladies or history as the speakers. Not •in every 

instance had they conversed in real life. Landor used to say · 

or himself, "I am a horrible confounder of historical facts. 

I have usually one history that I have read and another that 

I have invented". 2 "History was to Landor a sue-cession or 

vivid personalities, whose actions and whose thoughts revealed 

not only themselves, but the characteristics or the time which 

produced them. To knmv them was to know their age. In his 

presentation of them he was quite careless of hist.orical ac-

. curacy, of date, place, or situation.. He was artistic primar

ily, not historian".3 Lady Lisle and Elizabeth G~unt never 

met. In reality Catharine of Russia was not present at the 

murder of her husband. Sometimes the reason -for bringing 

characters together is for interesting ideas rather than for 

the tensity of the situation. Such situations often belong in 

the realm of the impossible as is the case when Bacon talks 

with Hooker at a date when Hooker had already been in the 

grave ten years. 

"Landor loved dialogue for its faculty of ~rning the 

cycle or our thoughts to whatever aspect we wish". 4 ~His 

ideal -was to entirely grasp and absorb into himself the 

. 2E.W.Evans: Walter Savage Landor, A Critical Study, 
P• 151, 1892. _ _ . ,· 1

. ·. 

3E. De Selincourt: Land.or's Imaginary .conversations, A 
Selection, Introduction, p. xxi, 1914. ., 

~-."'-I-A - -JI----- ·-
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personality of each eharacter chos·en as to be able to speak 

with the voice and think with the mind of the individuals 

therein pr.esented ft. 5 To divine not what they said, but what · 

they would have said, on a great variety or occasions and 

over a great range of topies, was the task Lendor set himself 

to achieve. He sou,ght b?f his ·fine historic imagination to 

catch and portray real men, not their mannerisms. In general 

no didactic purpose invaded his writings. He presented his

tory for the sake of history. The philosophy or many or his 

conversations does p!'OVide excellent sources :rrom which the 

reader might draw worthy mora.l points. Landor, however, did 

not aim primarily at such a result. He asserted that the 

pin'pose o.f all of his writing, as far as it had a purpose 

extrinsic of pure 8.?'t, was to advocate freedom of thought or 

as he picturesquely put it, "to remove and consume the gal

lows which await the independent thinker in any branch of 

human aetivity".6 

• Because or the wide field or hist·ory represented by his 

study, it is difficult to seleet his most typical aooomp1ish

ments. In the_ conversation between Lady Lisle and Elizabeth 

Gaunt, Landor presented a situation or intense pathos. By 

his choice of words in their dialogu.e Landor conveyed their 

humility and complete self-saerifioe. They calmly and with 

faith of limitless scope faced death for the deeds of persons 

,_-,: 

5Lillian Whiting: The Florence of Landor, p. 221, 1905. 

·6E. De Selincourt: Imaginary Conversations 2 A Se·leet1on, 
Introduction, p. xx.vi, 1914. '1· ' 
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fa.?' below them in either rank or integrity. In such dialogues 

as this, one realized that if Landor did not ·follow the exact 

facts of the past, he so transfused and irradiated the spirit 

of history as to render the notice of his depa!'ture from mi

nute accuracy unessential and ill-timed. Minute variations 

or female characters grew out or the imagination and reveries 

or Landor's youth. In a letter to Southey, Landor makes us 

aware or the source of this power or depicting female char

acter. ttr delight," he says., "in the minute variations and 

almost imperceptible shades or the female character, and con

fess my reveries from rrry most early youth, were almost entire

ly on what this · one or that one would have said or done in 

this or that situation. T}?.eir countenances, their movements, 

~heir forms, the color of thei:r dresses·., were before my 

eyesn.'7 Thus the unfortunate Vipsania· and Anne Boleyn in 

their womanly patience and innocence stand in touching con

trast to their husbands, the weak-willed Tiberius and the 

brutal Henry. The sweetest and purest character or all Lan

dor's women is revealed in the conversation between Lady 

Godiva and he!' husband., Eal'l Leofric. 

Landor handled matters of states and sovereigns with 

distinction. In the conversation between Oliver Cromwell and 

Michael Noble, he showed Cromwell stubbornly putting aside 

the intercessions of his friends., the rep,mlicans, for the 

~life of Charles. There was capital character in the half-
. ,;. 

'7E. w. Evans: Walter Savage Landor, A Critical Study, 
p. 144., 1892. I 
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humorous, half-evasive way in which the deeply set tragic 

purpose of the Puri tan general declares i tsel:r. He produced · 

' some excellent strokes of character in the dialogue between · 

Henry the Fourth and Sir Arnold Savage, the first recorded 

Speaker of the House of Commons. In a lifelike way, plac~ 

and significance in history was exhibited by both the sover

eign and the subject who talk. 

"It has often been said of Landor that he wrote of the 

Greeks more like a Greek, and of the Romans more like a Roman 

than any other modern". 8 He produced a series of dialogues 

of classical life. These conversations were related to the 

Greek drama in structure. He used but two or tbree characters 

as was the custom in the Greekdramatic tl'.'adition. As has 

been noted, it was his habit to seize a ·story at _a climactic 

moment. The conversation of each character revealed his per

sonality completely. The sages _and orators of . antiquity ap

.pear with a familiarity and a variety of treatment unparal

leled since the revival of letters. Cicero moralized with his 

brother Quintus concerning life, death, frie~dship, and glory 

on the eve of _his last bil'.'tbday • . Epictetus revealed his 

simple· sincel'ity in contrast with the worldly-minded Seneca, 

a conversation between two stoics. In the dialogue or Metal

lus and Marius at the walls of' Nwnantia, Landor embodied with 

masterly imagination the inexorable spirit or conquest. 

Landor•s favorite conversation was that in which the philoso-

_phel' Eipcurus instructed in wisdom and in dalliance his girl 

8sidney Colven: ·Landor, p. 113, 1909. ·:·•. 
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pupils, Leontion and Ternissa. 

Some or Landor's conversations taken from English his

tory might be classed as veritable prose poems. This group 

included the conversations of Leo:fric and Godiva, John of 

Gaunt and Joanna of Kent,~---~p.e , Lady Lisle and_ Elizabeth Ga~t, 

Walton, Cotton, and Oldawayt ... ~d. Anne Bolepi and Henry VIII. 
t', 

The John of Gaunt scene commenced when the people had risen 

against his suspected intention of seizing his nephew's crown. 

He was saved only by the interference of the popular idol, his 

brother's widow, the mother of the child he would have wronged. 

The stronghold which angry missiles had well nigh shaken down 

is in almost greater dange:r of being rent asunderby wild ao-

_elamations of joy. The dramatic character of this conversa

tion has all the charm of poetry's gi:aandest mannei:-. 

r-

All or these dialogues Landor began writing in 1821 and 

continued until he had an accumulation for publication. After 

six months of negotiations with publishers his first and see

ond volumes came off the press in 1824. On September 18, 

1827., he wrote to his sister that the third, fourth, and fifth 

volumes of his conversations would be out in two or three 

months.9 He said that he was sick of writing and would neve~· 

write anything m()Ite. He was burning everything that he had 

begun and many that he had nearly completed and was now occu

pied in collecting pictures. His third volume was published 

in 1828. During a violent fit of temper brought on by the de-

9John Forster: Walter Savage Landor, A Biography, p. ,397. 
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layed report f'ran his publisher, he· fltU1.g the manuscript for 

the fourth volume into the fire. After the illness which fol- · 

lowed this outburst, he set to work on the destroyed material 

and both the fourth and fifth volumes were published in 1829. 

After that time he wrote more conversations which have been 

added to the contents of these five volumes. Du.ring the 

twenty-two years he lived at Bath (1836-1858) Landor wrote 

thirty-fom- more dialogues, and during the last six years of 

his life which he spent in Florence he composed more dia

logues. 

We have noted in Browning's and Elizabeth Barrett's cor

respondence that Browning was an interested admirer of both 

Walter Savage Landor and his wo~ks. February 17, 1845, Robert 

Browning wrote to Miss Barrett, "Think or what an innnense 

quantity of physical energy must go to the making of those im

mense sweeping handwritings achieved by some authors--Mr. 

Landor f'or instance, who writes as if he had the · sky for a 

copy book and dotted his i's in proportionn.lO Later Browning 

wrote to Elizabeth Barrett with this request, · ''I want you to 

read Landor's dialogue between Tasso and his sister, in the 

second volume,--with the exquisite Sorrentine scenery--do read 

it. I see your Tasso with his prominent eyes as if they were 

ever just brightening out of a sorrow that has broken over 
11 · 

thenr. Again in the same month he writes to her, "I called 

lOLetters of ·Bobe:rt Browning and Elizabeth Barrett, 
1845-1846, II, 20. 

llibid. II, 260. 
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on Forster this morning. He says Landor is in high delight 

at the congratulatory letter he received--so you must write, 

and add the queen rose to his garland. Forster talks about · 

500 copies--or did he say 300?--being sold already--so there 

is hope for Landor I s lovers " .• 12 

Many years later in a letter dated August 21, 1860, Mx-s. 

Browning told Mrs. 'Martin or her husband's charge. Regarding 

.Landor she said the "such an extraordinary union or great 

literary gifts and incapacity or will has seldom surprised th 

world. My husband manages every detail or his life, and both 

the :responsibility and trouble are considerable • . Still he is 

a great Wl."iter. · We owe him some gratitude therefore". In a 

letter to Robert Browning's sister, Mrs. Browning wrote, 

ttRobert always said that he owed more as a m-iter to Landor 

than to any contemporary". 

Mrs. Ritchie, in her delightful reminiscences, has told 

us how Browning would take down one or Landor' s many books 

that stood on the bookshelves, and vow that he knew of no 

better reading.13 

Dul-ing the period between 1861 and 1863 Browning was 

Land.or's principal correspondent~ 

Browning dedicated his poem Luria which he finished in 

1846 to Land~ in these words: "I dedicate this last attempt 

for the pi-esent at dramatic poetry, to a great dramatic poet 

wishing what I write may be read by his light in grateful 

12Ib1d. II, 259. -13stephen Wheeler: S , Of 
Walter Sava e Landor 
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admiration to Walter Savage Landortt.14 

From this evidence, it appears that Browning had been 

fascinated by Landor from their first meeting. He became so 

interested· in Landor 1 s conversations that he recommended them 

by letter to Elizabeth Barrett for her enjoyment. He read 

Landor's works with delight himself. Being a person of ex

tensive reading in the classics and history Browning po.ssessea 

the background essential to obtaining delight from Landor's 

works • . And after he became an acquaintance of Landor his in

terest in the man grew. The influence that Landor had on 

Browning continued as long as Landor lived. The close rela

t~onship that existed between the two men during the two years 

they were both living in Florence served to further their 

friendship and Browning's admiration for .Landor •. 

On the other side .Landor recognized Browning's talent. 

Says Lillian Whiting, "He was one of the great group to first 

recognize Robert B~owning~s genius on the appearance or f!!:!.

celsus".15 Landor felt however that Browning's subject mat

ter was far superior to his methods or expressions. He voicea 

this opinion in the following words: "He has sent me some ad

mirable things I only wish he would attioize a little. Few 

or the Athenians had such a quarry on thei:r property, but they 

const:ruoted better roads for the conveyance of the material".J.6 

14Lillian Whiting: The Florence of Landor, p. 190, 1905. 

15Ibid., P• 189. 

16rbid., p. 190. 
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Still later in a letter to Southey, Landor had written: "I 

have written to Browning; a great poet, a very great poet, 

indeed, as the world will have to agree with us in thinking. · 

The sudden close of Luria is very grand; but P'eceding it I 

rear there is rather too much or argumentation and reflec~ion. 

It is continued too long a£ter the Moor has taken ·poison. I 

may be wrong; but if it is so, you will see it and tell him • 

. God grant he may live to be much greater than he is, high as 

he stands above most of the living".17 

The literary kinship between Landor and Browning in most 

respects a natural one, both by external and by internal cir

cumstances, for Professor Herford is right when he says: "The 

last great survivor or the _age . o.f Wordsworth was nearest kin 

to the more original or his two great inheritors . in poetry, 

and the torch passes visibly from hand to hand in the symbol

ical friendship or Landor with Robert Browning".18 The verses 

with which Landor welcomed Browning to the company or the 

English poets are well known: 

ince Chaucer was alive and hale, 
No man hath walk'd along our roads with step 
So active, so inquiring eye or tongue 
So VSJ:lied in discourse.:19 

·17Ibid., p. 191. 
18v11111am Parne: The Greater Enslish Poets or the 

Nineteenth Century, p. 220, 1907. 

19El1zabeth L. Cary: Browning, Poet and Man, A Survey, 
P• 130, 1899. 1

' 



CHAPTER III 

Definite and direct evidence that Landor's Imaginary 

Conversations exerted an influence on individual dramatic 

monologues has been quite difficult to find. The two rarely 

wrote about the same historical characters. The friendship 

of Landor and Browning though not sufficient basis for proof 

of an- influence brought considerable weight to the belief in 

it in a general way. The letters that they wrote to or about 

each other offered excellent corroboration. The similarity 

of their works in respect to inspiration, methods and effect 

constituted the chief basis for proof of Land.or's influence 

upon Browning's works. 

It must be admitted tha-t Browning produced with poetry 

results similar- to the Imaginary Conversations. He had ex

perimented several times _ with drama and it was natural that 

such experience had -. furthered a dramatic outloo~. After his 

acquaintance with Landor 1 s Imaginary Conversations and later 

with the man himself he began the composition of what is known 

a·s d.Itamatie monologues. . Thus Browning used one side of the 

conversation with only one character talking. He placed this 

p~rson in a dramatic situation and commenced the monologue at 
-

a climactic moment which revealed the essential character. 

All this resembles the technique of Landor. 

Browning's earliest dramatic monologue, Porphyria's 

Lover was written in 1836. It illustrates his manner well. 

On a bleak rainy night Porphyria visited her lover. True to 

dramatic training Browning produced an effective setting for • 

-23-
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this startling psychological study. After her entrance Por

phyria stirred the fire to a cozier blaze, removed her damp 

wraps and uncoiled her hair to allow it to dry before seating· 

herself beside her lover. In his unbalanced or temporarily 

insane state of mind he struggled to discover a means of keep

ing Porphyria with him forever. He carried out the first idea 

which occurred to him in his madness. He coiled her hair 

around her neck and choked her to death. The poem concludes 

as the lover sat quietly with Porphyria's head on his shoulder 

all the night and wondering why God had not spoken. 

Another of Browning's best . dramatic monologues was the 

Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister written in 1838.· It re

vealed the innermost hatred pf a man -for one of his fellow 

monks. With sharp contrast both sides of his nature are re

vealed--the way he really feels and the manner in which his 

position forces him to act. His conscience and his hypocrisy 

are two forces ever in violent conflict. 

The familiar My Last Duchess, written in 1842, was one of 

Browning's best monologues. The poem opens dramatically with 

the duke calling his gu.e~t's attention to a painting hanging 

on the .wall. He continues to speak throughout the monologue 

regarding his former duchess. His conversation reveals his 

arrogance, selfishness, and cruelty. The duchess with merry, 

joyous manner was easily pleased and favored anyone with her 

approval. It displeased the duke for her to give her atten

tion and smiles to anyone but µim. Consequently he had her pu·; 

to death. Browning ef:fectively pictured this heartless, ,cruel 
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duke as he paused on the .landing of ·the stairs to show his 

guest her picture before meeting the company below to conclud 

negotiations for his next marriage to the count's daughter. 

In The Laboratory (1844) Browning treated the situation 

of a jealous and unwanted lover. Temporary insanity evident

ly seized his mind. With haste he · mixed pois on in his lab

oratory for the purpose or killing the lady of his affections 

This poem is based on the sixteenth and seventeenth century 

Italian custom or getting rid of rivals by poisoning. Intens 

emotion has been condensed within a short passage. 

During 1844 and 1845 Browning wrote many dramatic mono-

logues. The Confessional, ___ The Italian in England, The Bishop 

Orders his Tomb at Saint Praxed's Church 8.1'8 primarily dram

atic. However, a didactic tendency began -to appeB.I' in some 

of his poetry. A moral is definitely stated with the ending 

or The Glove . (1845). A.minor didactic element invaded Peter 

Ignotus ( 1845). 

Browning published more dramatic monologues in 1855. 

In The Last Ride Together he presented two lovers in the cli

mactic moment of parting. His greatest dramatic power is 

perhaps ·exhibited in Fra Lippa Lippi, ___ ~_Andrea del Sarto, Two 

in the Compagna, . Up at a Villa-Down in the City, and~ 

Statue and the Bust • . 

After 1861 Browning's tendency toward didacticism grew 

more pronormced. I~ Abt Volger, 1861, he _presented a musi

cianis philosoph¥ of life. Rabbi Ben Ezra, 1862, was main1y 

concerned with growing oJ,d gracefully. Brownip.g' s poems that 
: 

1 
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tollow this period became so involved in philosophy that they 

reach the point of obscurity, a tendency always ready to crop 

out in his works. With the exception of the didactic spots, 

it is not at all impossible to imagine Landor writing ·or all 

these persons and scenes in some of his conversations, chang

ing the language to prose, and add'ing the imagined words of 

a second or third speaker. 

Definite evidence of the influence of Landor 1 s Imaginary 

Conversat'ions upon Browning's dramatic monologues can be as

certained through a study of the few characters identical in 

the works or both men. The best direct example of this in

fluence is that both used the same main cha.racter, Fra Lippo 

Lippi, for serious study. Br~wning _wrote his poem in 1853 

during his residence in Florence. He had ·visited the Acad

emiea delle belle Arte and had seen the Coronation of the 

Virgin, the pieture described by Lippi in Browning's poein 

(1.389) as one Lippo would have finished in six months. 

Devane says, 0 the subject was possibly suggested·. by 

Landor•s -use or Lippi in one of his Imaginary Conversationsn.1 

This su.ggestion _sounds plausible. · It merits detailed investi

gation. · That Landor1 s interest in her personal collection of 

pictures began as early as_ 1828 we know from the letter of 

that year he wrote to his sister Ellen telling her of the pic

tures he had bought and sold, and of the possibility of making 

money thereby. Browning was also interested in art and en

·gaged· in the creative phase of it for awhile • . Next to the 

1nevane: Handbook of Browning, p. 194. 
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technique and composition in writing the discussion of the 

principles and appreciation of art would be a logical topic 

e>f conversation for Landor and Browning whenever they met 

during the ten years or their acquaintance in England. Tp.e 

fact that Landor had written a dialogue which presented his 

own artistic beliefs would lead naturally to Browning's no

tice and consideration of Fra Lippo Lippi when he too had a 

chance to study the painter's work at first hand in Italy. 

If it 1s permissable to use one's imagination it is pos

sible to tell with plaus1bil~ty the story or Browning's com

position or his poem, Fra Lippo Lippi. One day while he was 

visiting the picture gallery in Florence his attention cen

tered upon the painting by trl:e fa.mou.s.artist, Lippi. The 

picture so fascinated him that he began t ·o think of the per

sonality of the man who created it. He thought about him all 

the way home, and upon his arrival remembered the Imaginary 

· Conversations and said to himself, 11 I believe Landor used Fra 

Lippo Lippi in one of his dialogues". Then he took the volum.E 

from his library and read Landor 1 s conversation in which Fra 

Lippo Lippi had figured. · His interest in the subject per

sisted. So he read about Lippi in Vasari's Lives of Painters 

to learn the biographical_ facts of this interesting fifteenth 

century artist. I think he then spent some time in the study 

or _the artist's portrait from which he concluded Lippi was a 

man of unique individuality and not inclined to unquestionable 

aeeeptance of conformity. After another trip to the art gal

lery Browning was ready to write his poem. He told himse~r, 
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"I must treat Fra Lippo Lippi in a ·manner different from 

Landor 1s. I'll have Lippi out on one or his oecasional sprees 

and be intercepted by the police •just as he returned to his 

cloister. As he pleads for release and mercy I can have him 

expound his Sl't theories". Thus Browning began the composi

tion or one of' his most famous dramatic monologues. 

is: 

In outline form the st·o:ry of Browning's Fra Lippo Lippi 

a. 
b. 

c. 
d. 
e. 
r. 
g .• 
h. 
1. 

Lippi was caught by the Florentine guard. 
Lippi told the story of why he slipped out of' 

cloister. 
Lippi told of' his starving childhood. 
Lipp~ entered the monastery. 
Lippi failed in all lessons except art. 
Lippi had inclinations toward realistic art which 

did not meet the approval of the church. 
Lippi discussed hi_s own : art theories. · 
Lippi promised pietu.1:-e in .six months. 
Lippi is released by the police. 

Landor 1 s story included: 
a. Lippi confessed sins to the Pope. 
b-. Lippi played guitar in boat with priest. 
c. Lippi and the priest were taken prisoners by pirate. 
d. The p-iest was ransomed. 
e. Lippi went with Abdul to his home in Tunis. 
r. Lippi explained life with Abdul. 
g. Lippi P3-inted Abdul on the bath house window. 
h. Lippi discussed the beautiful handmaiden, Almeida. 
i. Lippi confirmed his attachment for Lucrezia, 

daughter or Francisco Buit. 
j. The pope legitimized Lippi's offspring and declared 

them man and wife. · 
k. Lippi confessed that he: substituted the picture of 

Lucrezia for the Madorma1 s raee in the chapel or 
the convent or Santa Margarita. 

Similarities in both the subject matter and the effect 

are discernible in Landor' s · and Browning 1_s treatment _ of Fra 

Lippo Lippi. Both commence unceremoniously in the midst of 

action. Browning's Lippi is seized abruptly in his nightly 

frolic by the Florentine guard and the entire story is pre

sented by monologue to the poliee. Landor had connnenced his 
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story with Lippi's c-onversation in · confess i on t o the Pope. 

In the latter discussion a much longer story with more char

acters involved was given than Br.owning dealt with in his 

poem. 

Both Landor and Browning presented a similar art theory, 

but Browning's poem stressed the question of true art more 

than Landor did. Landor believed iri the artist making a 

realistic picture when he painted. Lippi drew the picture of 

Abdul and the handmaiden so naturally in respect to figures 

and expressions that Abdul was amazed at the lifelike exact

ness. ~ater in conversation with the Pope, Fra Lippo Lippi 

voiced the desire to have his painting _depiet actual life • 

. When he was in the church pa~nting s_a-ints and madonnas, he 

explained that, "resolving on a sudden that the o~ject of my 

love should be the object of ador ation to thousands born and 

unborn, I swept' my brush across the maternal face."2 

Browning used almost the entire monologue for Fra Lippo 

Lippi to set forth his artistic beliefs and theories in oppo

sition to those held and laid down by the officials of the 

church. Lippi _said: 

"We're made so that we love 
First when we see them painted, things we have passed 
Perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see; 
And so they are better, painted--better to us, 
Which is the same thlll:g• Art was given for that". 

(11. 299-304) and also: 

"Ir you get simple beauty and naught else, 
You get the best thing God invents". (11. 217-218) 

To "count it a erime to ·1et truth slip" (1. 295) seemed 
rI, . 2~~:S.Landor: Imaginary Conversatl°ons, Roberts Brothers, 
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an excellent stand8.I'd or art to this fifteenth century art~ 

ist. The request from the church required l:'esults that would 

make men "forget the flesh" and ·"paint the souls of men". 

Thus it was riot acceptable to have any figures in the pic

tures seem t.oo like personalities in every day life. It is 

clear that Landor does not cause the church to be so con

ce:rned with the treatment or life by the 8.I'tist as Browning. 

However, when Lippi reported to Eugenius rv that he had 

changed the Madonna in preference for the face or his be

loved, the Pope declared, tta brush against a Madonna's mouth 

is worst than beard against_ her votary's". 3 After he had 

been · informe<;l that the angel with thea.µiethyst-coloured wing 

in another picture was Donn~ Lisetta, the canonica1 s pretty 

niece, Eu.genius announced, "I thought she looked .wanton; we 

must pray for her release from the bondage or sin". 4 

Browning's Fra Lippo Lippi resembled Landor 1 s character 

in personality and desires. The al:'tist · in eachwork was at

tracted to pretty girls. In Brovm.ing' s poem Fra Lippo · Lippi 

says: "all the Latin I constraue is 1 amo', I love". (1. 111) 

and 

"I'm a graovm man no doubt, I 1ve broken bounds: 
You should not _ take a fellow eight years old 
And make him swear to never kiss the girls".(11.223-225: 

In his Imaginar:y Conversation Landor put worads with the same 

sentiment into the mouth or Lippi: 

"I was ever of a hot and amorous constitution". ( 5) 

4Ibid., II, 244. 
5Ibid., II, 223~ 
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Lippi, both in Browning's poem and Landor t·s Imaginary 

Conversation, is a. young monk not reconciled to secluded 

cloisters, but a man with aspirations for enjoyment of .world

ly ·pleasures. Landor in his confession had Lippi admit, "I 

have committed many follies and some sins".6 In Brovming's 

poem Lippi told the Guards: 

"The world and life's too big to pass for a dream, 
And I do these wiid things in sheer despite, 
And do the fooleries you oateh me at". {11. 250-252) 

Fl'-a Lippo Lippi aroused the ·· S1'1l1PB.thy of the reader be

cause er his ordinary human qualities in both Browning's and 

Landor' s work. The problem of the thwarting of his desire ro:r 

worldlr pleasures is revealed with veracity in either the mon

ologue or the dialogue. The human interest in each case 

added to the effectiveness . of cha.J:tacter portrayal._ 

It seems clea?-, then, that with an inspiration from one 

or Landor's Imaginary Conversations Browning wrote his poem 

centel'.'ing around the same artist. In his '\Bual manner he 

pl_aced Lippi in a climactic moment and presented in a dramat

ic manner the monologue. Browning's artist had many qualities 

characteristic of Landor' s. Also Browning's agreement and en

largement of an art theory like Landor's is noticed in the 

poem. 

Further evidence for showing the influence of Landor on 

Browning concerns another artist, Michel Angelo. Landor wrote 

a dialogue between Michel . ngelo and Machiavelli in which they 

- 6Ibid., II, 223. 
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discussed governmental. and chur-ch problems. Mainly, they 

were concerned with the possibility or the loss or their 

country's democracy and the results that would ensue. Michel 

Angelo declared, "The arts cannot long exist without the ad

vent or freedomn. '7 He had a .humani ta.?'ian purpose in his pur

suit or art and wished to direct his co:untrymen. He admitted 3 

"I wish to excel in painting or in sculp~ure, partly for my 

glory, partly for my sustenance, being poor; but greatly more 

to arouse in their breasts the recollection of what was high

er".8 In order to carry out ·his hopes he intended to remain 

single for he said, "I will avoid the marriage bed . as I would 

the bed of Procus tes". 9 

Browning did not write or Michel ·Angelo, but or one who 

might have been as gr_eat--Andrea del Sarto-. The love and 

marriage of this artist proved disastrous to the promising 

career that his youthf'ul talent ·had indicated. s·everal times 

he -compared his achievements with the heights of Michel An

gelo's attainments. He asks his wif'e, 

"Why do I need you? 
What wife had Rafael, or has Agnolo''?{l. 134-135) 

and also he pointed out she did not offer an inventive to him 

by urging that he, 

"Live fol'.' fame, side by side, with Agnolo".(1. 130) 

Browning reiterated his philo·sophy regarding the need fol'.' art 

7Ibid., III, 438. 

8Ibid., III, 425 • . 
9toc. cit. --
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to be a true and realistic picture of life. When Andrea del 

Sarto is looking at the pictures of another artist he noticed 

"the arm is wrongly put" (1. 111) but the "soul is right" 

(1~ 113). Browning's poem commenced at the customary ·climac

tic moment. The monologue is spoken to his wife Lucrezia. 

Browning in this poem therefore presents a character in direct 

contrast with Landor's treatment of Michel Angelo. The influ

ence is indirect but obvious. 

There are a few other uses of the same materials in both 

Landor and Browning. Some minor coincidences are listed as 

follows: The king of Sardinia,Carlo Alberto, is a character 

in Browning's The Italian in England and also converses in one 

of Landor 1 s dialogues with Pr_inoess Belgioso. In both oases, 

the situation concerns the · Italian uprising agains_t the Austri 

an rule, but the time is not the same in each. Landor has his 

conversation take place be~ore the revolt. The ·princess pre

sents some excellent bits of advice. The discussion centers 

mainly around his safest and best possible maneuvers. The 

time of Browning's poem occurs after the revolution and re

veals the king as a miserable failure and a traitor to the 

eause. 

In Browning's Bishop Blougram1 s Apology the bishop re

lates in a monologue his rel_igious theories. He uses an ex

ample from the writings of Antonelli to illust~ate his point. 

Caiadinal Antonelli converses with Pope Pio Nono in one or 

Land~'s dialogues. The use of the oharacte:J? is the same but 

again the situation the two authors select varies. 
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In PI'ince Hohenstiel-Sohwangan ___ ~~-~ing presents Napoleo 

III in one of his long reveries which were characteristic of 

him. He confides a justification of his past life to an im

aginary Lais. He attempts to make clear the law by which he 

lived, the sort of service he was able to render soc·iety, and 

the means he took to accomplish it, as occasions arose. 

Browning wi-ote the poem in 1871 shortly after surrender of 

the French at Sedan and the downfall of Napoleon III. In the 

poem Browning did not follow history in every detail. Like 

Landor he added to reality to further the effect he wished to 

create. In a letter (1872) to a friend he said or Napoleon, 

"I think in the main he. meant to do what I say, but .for weak

ness--grown more apparent in bis . last years than formerly-

would have done what I say he did not". In one or . Landor• s 

dialogues Napoleon also speaks. He talks with Counte Mole in 

regard to restoring the state to security and ieace. Landor 

!)l'esents the man in action while the action is actually talcing 

place. Landor 1 s dialogue in which Napoleon talked with Mole 

is one o.f the conver.sations added after the publication of his 

five original volwnes. Since Mrs ·. Bl"owning spent so many 

hours debating with him about Napoleon it is very likely that 

he composed it during his last years in Florence. The lengthy 

discussions of this outstandtng man of Europian affairs natu

rally made an impression on Browning _who loved to take his in

spirations from actual history. The defeat of Napoleon gave a 

1 ogica.1 opportunity t: or his poem. 

In a discussion of outstanding w:riters of all time 
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Euripides is considered in the dialogue between Walter Lando~ 

and Abbe Delille. According to Landor "the dialogue of Euri

pides is sometimes dull and heavy, · and his characters are 

more anxious to show their understanding than their suffer

ings. Euripides came fa:rther down than Aeschylusu.lO 

Browning allows Balustion to give a strong defense for 

Euripides in Aristophanes Apology., .. . _She thinks Euripides· had 

done_much to teach the people as he sang for peace, struck out 

directly against wrong, and conscientiously loved the good. 

BrO\ming used a very effective monologue device. He has 

Balaustion talk to her husband as they journey from the doomec 

city, Athens, to their island-home Rhodes. 

It is not impi-obable that Landor ·, .s fascinating portrayal 

of the brilliant Aspasia may have had some influence upon 

Browning's conception of Balaustion, upon the intellectual 

side at least. Many people think her language as pure and 

elegant as the language of• Pericles. 

Browning wrote Cleon with a manner similar to that used 

in Landor's Greek conversations, such as the one between 

Sophocles end Pericles in .praise -of the Greek life. He in

vented a character called Cleon, instead of using his ordinai-y 

method of taking a figure out of history. He imagines a man 

of composite art and culture. However, Browning adds a didac

tic element, the dawn of Christianity and its influence on 

human civilization • . In addition to a revelation or Greek life 

10 1 Ibid., III, 26. 
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he definitely emphasized a religious view point. This poem, 

like many others, shows a spiritual kinship to Landor 1 s sub

ject-matter in general. 

In conclusion, I believe that I have shown that Robert 

Browning gained much from his .friendship with WaJ.ter Savage 

Landor and from his acquaintance with and admiration for his 

Imaginary Conversations~ .... J?up~ng the ).ong pf?riod of Browning' 

~iendship with Landor he held him in high esteem and valued 

his opin:i:on and eri tioism. The two yeal's in Florence when 

Browning supervised all of Landor's private business and af

fairs were sperit by these two men intimately. Brmm.ing' s 

attention quite logically was drawn especially to Landor's 

works both for his own and Landor's reading plea.aura. 

The friendship with Landor and the reading of his 

Imaginary Conversations __ J:p.f~µe:nced and developed the tecbniqu 

and composition of Browning's writings. Having been :fascinat d 

:for many years by drama his interest was a~oused ·and held by 

Imaginary Conversations .. '?~ J,andor. Hls methods and experi

ments improved. He did not attempt more plays but began de

veloping the new poetical form, the dramatic monologue. In 

these poems one character presented the story dramatically by · 

his conversation, but Browning went farther and sometimes 

presented what went on in the thoughts of his cha:raeters. Th 

style of these monologues employed dramatic presentations of 

climactic moments--a method Landor success.fully used in his 

dialogues. The sto~y always opened abruptly in the midst of 

decidedly important action. With the same manner as Lando~, 
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Browning delved into past history for sources and inspiration. 

His monologues became as effective as the writings of Landor 

who used two or three characters to do the speaking. Brown

ing expected the reader to discover necessary linking details 

in th~ same way that Landor often failed to include obvious . • 

essential clues needed for the reader's rapid comprehens_ion. 

Landoris constant search for the exact word and faithful 

correction of form dominated his WOI'k. Browning acquired the 

skill and ability to condense a story in .a small space and 

employ intense emotion in a few expressive words. The exaet 

degree or iD.rluence exerted by Landor upon Browning may al

ways be a matter of opiniQn, but truly the great Victorian 

poet developed and profited immeasurably by' the influence of 

his fltiend--one might say his "mastel""--Walter Savage Landor. 
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